
“Some bullets were lodged in the 
bamboo, only to be found years 
later by paint makers in London

Cambodia’s killing fields | Photograph by Adam Jones
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The policies of Cambodia’s murderous  
Khmer Rouge regime still stain the 

country today – and in some surprising 
ways, Nicolle Okoren writes

Deep in the Cambodian fields of Choeung Ek are tall Garcinia 
evergreen trees, with a poisonous resin that hardens into  
a warm, yellow pigment called gamboge. The pigment’s 
history is contentious and its use is becoming more and more 
rare as the blood of the Cambodian killing fields continues  

to stain the ethics of its sourcing.
The pigment is created by slashing a mature gamboge tree and allowing 

the resin to slowly drip out. As it dries, it becomes a mustard brown 
transparent stone that can then be melted down into the yellow colour that 
gamboge is known for. 

The earliest evidence of the resin was in 8th century East Asian water 
colours. In the middle ages, gamboge became popular in Europe for its use 
in ornamental letters and illustrations. Later on, it was famously used by 
Rembrandt and English artists, Townsend and J M W Turner. 

Outside of art, gamboge was used medicinally by Europeans, adapted as 
a magic cure-all for rheumatism and high blood pressure when ingested. It 
was not until the 1700s that it was discovered to be an extreme diuretic and 
could cause deadly dehydration due to non-stop diarrhea. 

As a paint and dye, its popularity continued to grow throughout the 
world. Only in the last 15 years, it has begun to lose its marketability as paint 
distributors like Winsor & Newton, in London, stop producing the authentic 
gamboge, and instead now sell a synthetic version of the same colour. 
According to their site, they did so in 2005 “due to its toxicity”, although it 
appeares that there might be a whole lot more to the story than that. 

Victoria Finlay, a journalist whose specialty is the history of colours,  
says Winsor & Newton had actually been buying gamboge from South East 
Asian suppliers since their inception in the mid-1800s. But in the 1970s and 
1980s, packages started arriving with fired bullets encased in the pigment. 
These bullets, as it later became known, came from the Cambodian 
genocide. “Some of these lodged safely in the bamboo, to be found months 
or years later by paint makers in Harrow,” Finlay says in her book, Colour. 
“What happened to the other bullets can only be imagined.” 

From 1975 to 1979, the Khmer Rouge, an agrarian communist group, 
came into power under the leadership of Pol Pot. Immediately, they set  
out to reorganise the country into a united agrarian society by moving all 
city dwellers into the countryside to work in the fields – and killing anyone 
who would not assimilate or, conversely, who the regime determined it 
could not assimilate. This included all ex-government workers, academics, 
doctors, lawyers, teachers, scientists and philosophers, people who wore 
glasses, monks, priests and all religious persons and minorities. By the time 
Vietnamese soldiers stormed Cambodia’s capital, Phnom Penh, in 1979, 
over two million Cambodians had been killed. 

Cambodia has still not fully recovered and continues to fight for both  
its own government and the world to recognise the severity of those 
atrocities. Youk Chhang, executive director of the Documentation Center 
of Cambodia, an organisation that works to document genocide and 
fight impunity around the world, says that Cambodia is still very much in 
denial of what happened. Why? Because, Chhang says, so few people have 
actually been brought to justice, “which means it’s very hard for any kind 
of healing to take place because there is no sense of justice or closure.” The 
Khmer Rouge officials have simply assimilated back into normal life with 
no retribution. “At the village level, you know, survivors are mingled, both 
victims and perpetrators,” he says.

Without the proper acknowledgment, remnants of the Khmer Rouge 
regime and ideology continue to resurface in Cambodian society. It was  
not until 2010 that a UN-backed tribunal called the Extraordinary Chambers  
in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) have begun to bring Khmer Rouge’s 
original leaders to trial. So far, only  three men have been convicted. 

Gamboge has always been poisonous and distributors have always 
known of its risk. Yet, manufacturers have only recently decided to swap 
it for something synthetic. Interestingly, these companies appeared only 
to acknowledge the pigment’s toxicity, and stop it from being distrubuted, 
at the same time that the world began recognising the genocide and the 
implications that harvesting materials with direct ties to the Cambodian 
killing fields may have. 

The regime’s inhumane extermination was systematic, with government 
officials overlooking every recorded killing. Often they would take 
prisoners or labourers awaiting their execution to the Choeung Ek field, 
which are full of the Garcinia evergreen trees. Up against the trees, the 
prisoners would either be shot or killed execution style by having their 
throats slashed. These bullets are the same ones that the Winsor & Newton 
staff would often find in their fresh gamboge parcels. 

To this day, in order to collect the resin for the pigment, distributors must 
skillfully step around landmines buried beneath the gamboge trees by 
Khmer Rouge soldiers. They were intended to hit Vietnamese soldiers but 
instead would end up killing Cambodian civilians. The distributor then has 
to cut out the bullets left in the resin before harvesting it into the yellow 
pigment that is first sold to British companies, and then to western families 
so that they can paint their homes. 

During a 2012 interview on Radiolab, journalist Jad Abumrad asked 
Winsor & Newton’s former technical director, Ian Garrett, whether he felt it 
was morally acceptable to be selling a pigment contaminated by genocide 
and war. “Colours are sometimes soaked in blood,” said Garret. “That’s just 
how it is.”  
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